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timeline

Launch of dscvr.it
User feedback will be incorporated and a bounty program will enable that 
dscvr.it can move to official launch quickly after beta launch.

Q4 2019

Beta launch dscvr.it
dscvr.it will be launched as beta, moving the Datafloq community to dscvr.it 
to instantly have a large presence on the web.

Q3 2019

Connect with content creators
dscvr.it will connect with high-profile content creators from around the 
globe and link them to the platform.

Q2 2019

Expand Datafloq community
A dedicated team will expand the Datafloq platform, grow the community 
and test all developed IP of dscvr.it within the Datafloq platform.

Q1 2019

Development of proprietary algorithms
dscvr.it will develop the required proprietary algorithms and patent them if 
possible. Algorithms will be tested under the radar at Datafloq.com

Q4 2018

Start collaborative development and launch ICO
Collaborative development will enable dscvr.it to expand the platform 
rapidly and test all features of the alpha version. ICO will be launched.

Q3 2018

Launch core platform and prepare for ICO
dscvr.it will launch the alpha version of the core of the platform and prepare 
for ICO by creating partnerships and comply with regulators.

Q2 2018

Hire developers start building platform
Once dscvr.it is incorporated, dscvr.it will hire approximately 25 developers, 
divided over two teams: dscvr.it and Datafloq.

Q1 2018

Finishing Yellow Paper
Completion of the technical document of dscvr.it

Q4 2017

In order to collaborate on dscvr.it, individuals, 

organisations and even things will need to create a 

Virtual Company (V-company). This enables them to 

involve investors on the platform, to hire developers 

and to promote their content. Setting up a 

V-company takes minutes and enables actors to 

collaborate across time and space easily. Investors 

can trade their shares on the dscvr.it stock exchange.

an economy of

virtual companies

Dscvr.it will launch the CR8 token, which enables 

creators to earn money while creating content, 

enables users to consume content and enables 

investors to invest in content. In addition, dscvr.it will 

launch offer a large portion of the token to every 

citizen and it will enable users to support creators for 

high-quality content.

platform

cryptocurrency

Dscvr.it will build a strong community, by rewarding 

good behavior and building a platform full of 

high-quality content. The Datafloq community will be 

a catalyst for dscvr.it.

a vibrant

community

a content agnostic

platform

A wide variety of content dscvr.it will bring together 

any form of content, from articles, audio or video to VR 

and software. Later, dscvr.it will enable collaboration 

around any type of trade.

product

5% ownership

Ben > investor

20% ownership (on his channels alone)

George > blogger

10% ownership

Sam > producer

10% ownership

Jane > copywriter

50% ownership

Sara > Creator

publishing with
smart contracts

On dscvr.it, smart contracts recorded on the 

blockchain monitor the collaboration among 

individuals, organisations and things. As a result, 

everyone involved receives a fair share, instantly, 

when money is made.

Dscvr.it is a meta platform for content, enabling 

users to easily distribute content to existing 

platforms such as Facebook or Youtube, while 

the creator remains in full control.

the solution

5% ownership

dscvr.it > platform

01
value

fair revenue
distribution

On dscvr.it content creators are rewarded for 

creating high-quality content. The higher the 

reputation of the creator and the better the 

quality of the content, the more money they can 

earn. In addition, distributors are rewarded for 

good behavior. So when someone embeds a 

video, he/she will earn a share of the revenue 

made on that channel. dscvr.it only takes a 

minor share to run the platform.

02
value

quality content
rewarded

Algorithms and the community will monitor the quality 

of the created content and reinforce each other. The 

creator's reputation score determines the reach of the 

content and how much money they can make. 

dscvr.it will implement a Proof of Reputation consensus 

mechanism to enable this. Content creators mint coins 

when creating content, however a negative reputation 

score requires the creator to pay to publish content, 

thereby reducing the ability to publish click bait, spam 

and fake news.

03
value

smart copyrights
control & distribution

Metadata, reputation scores and ownership 

information of content created on dscvr.it 

will automatically be recorded on the 

blockchain, making it immutable, verifiable 

and traceable. Creators can sell or license 

their content easily using smart contracts 

and they are in full control of their data and 

content.

platformdscvr.it

distributor

creator

5%

20%

75%

03
problem

global copyrights
infringement

Copyright infringement is a serious problem 

(60 billion dollar annually, in the USA alone). 

It has become too easy to steal someone's 

content.

01
problem

revenue is not
destributed fairly

Centralised platforms such as Google or 

Facebook make an enormous amount of 

money off user-generated content, but the 

actual creators, as well as the distributors, of 

that content earn almost nothing.

distributor

creator

platform

0%

15%

85%

02
problem

poor content
quality control

The amount of low-quality content is 

astonishing. Although cat videos may offer 

great entertainment for some, the number of 

self-promoting posts, fake news and 

click-bait stories is exploding on social media. 

This is bad for innovation. On the other 

hand, high-quality academic content is 

behind an expensive pay-wall.

the problem

Sara > Youtuber

I make videos
about traveling

I love making videos about traveling, but 

unfortunately I cannot make a living of it, 

because YouTube earns all the money.

Steve > blogger

I share Sara’s
videos on my blog

I cannot create video's, but I have a large 

community with whom I like to share 

interesting videos. I share Sara's video on 

Facebook, but this does not bring me, or 

Sara, any revenue.

the community

we follow
Steve’s blog

We enjoy watching high-quality movies and 

we would not mind rewarding the creator for 

his/her work, but unfortunately that is not 

possible at this moment.

the current
situation


